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Abstract
The following Capstone Project is an architectural thesis on today’s prevalence of microapartments. After identifying a contention, the project created a design solution in an attempt to
mitigate the problem. The result was a semester of research, as well as a semester of design
iteration. This was represented in multiple ways, such as through drawings, models, and books.
With the help of a primary advisor, in addition to a committee, the thesis was developed through
a series of presentations and meetings. The following is a culmination of that effort, resulting in
over one hundred pages of work in architectural education.

ii

Executive Summary
This thesis contends that people are willing to live in small spaces for big payoffs. Why
else would someone respond to a Craigslist ad for a 100-square-foot apartment?1 Why else
would someone live in a room the size of Ikea furniture? The answer can be found outside, with
significant urban amenities within walking distance.
The site is NYC, the epicenter of micro-housing. The thesis follows young professionals
that live in spaces exemplary of tenement housing. It doesn’t matter though, as one exclaims,
“My living room is Central Park!”2 As a result, micro-apartments near urban points of interests
were studied. It’s here that the thesis discovered a design solution to an existing housing crisis.
“There are 1.8 million one- and two-person households and only one million studios and
one-bedrooms to meet this housing demand,” states the City’s website.3 In response, Mayor
Bloomberg announced the adAPT NYC competition, encouraging the private sector to submit
designs for micro-apartments. In the end, nArchitect’s My Micro NY won the competition. The
project will be the first micro-apartment building in NYC, demanding rents of $2,000-$3,000 for
260- to 360-square-feet rooms in Kips Bay.4
But problems exist with this solution. Not only is the project nowhere near affordable for
young professionals, but also it’s located on the periphery rather than adjacent to urban
amenities. This thesis proposes an alternative, with micro-apartments infiltrating desirable
1

2

“$795 / 100ft - room $795 all included shared bath (Harlem / Morningside),” Craigslist
Incorporated, accessed March 28, 2016,
https://newyork.craigslist.org/mnh/abo/5508758162.html.
2
“A Brief Tour of a 100-Square-Foot New York City Apartment,” The Village Voice, accessed
March 28, 2016, https://vimeo.com/136234729.
3
“adAPT NYC Request for Proposals,” The Official Website of the City of New York, accessed
March 28, 2016, http://www1.nyc.gov/site/hpd/developers/adapt-nyc-rfp.page.
4
“Micro apartments are finally coming to New York — and that’s good news for renters,”
Business Insider, accessed March 28, 2016, http://www.businessinsider.com/micro-apartmentsare-good-for-new-york-2015-2.
iii

neighborhoods like the Upper West Side. By redesigning residual spaces for alleys, driveways,
fire escapes, and windows, the project provides affordable housing near important urban spaces.
Real estate developers, economic forces, and government sanctions are all creating
micro-apartments. Few things are left to fight back, such as building codes and the ADA. Despite
this, tenants of micro-apartments contribute more to the life of the city than their more affluent
counterparts. They rarely travel or stay indoors, opting instead to enjoy local urban attractions.
However, some might argue they do so by residing in spaces unsuitable for living. Using various
modes of representation through a satirical perspective, this thesis creates a design solution that
mediates between these two perspectives.
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